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ACROSS
1 Caucasus

Mountains resort
city

6 Study with intensity
13 Second part of a

salt's chemical
formula

14 It might require
sprinkling

15 Worked at 21, say
16 You can usually

take it when you
see your doctor

17 Scenes before TV
shows' title
sequences

19 Got ready for
transportation, in a
way

20 Indications of
"accord"

21 Extension for a file
that'll run

22 Get to agree
23 There are 14 on

Earth called "eight-
thousanders":
Abbr.

24 Abbr. on a cash
register button

25 Religious holiday
on which New York
City schools are
closed

26 They may keep srs.
in check

29 "Never mind, I'm
making no sense
right now"

32 "Hah! Told ya!"
35 "There's everything

in a nutshell"
36 Prepare for a fire,

in a way
37 Suffix like -ish
38 Leaving a dirty dish

in the sink, to some
39 Partner swung

round and round
42 It's often cheaper

to buy things in it
44 Sister brand of

Milwaukee's Best,
for short

45 Site, unsurprisingly,
of the world's
largest bull statue
(fun facts: its name
is "Albert", and,
yes, it includes the
gonads)

46 How a
synchronized
swimming team
should act

48 Place to get a swirl,
casually

50 Jade relative
52 Random groups
53 Group represented

in Subaru's logo
54 One might form a

line in the
neighborhood

55 First cars to use
windshields with
safety glass

56 Position to be
replaced, in an
expression

DOWN
1 Film that's both

funny and
depressing, usually
more of the latter

2 A triple play can't
start with this

3 It may be used to
improve relations

4 Reserves
5 Banging your head

at the rhythm of,
say

6 They stand for the
comics

7 Early example of
2x2 construction?

8 Bakery item that
some call a
"bismarck"

9 What a liner can
cover

10 Fixers of bumpy
rides

11 "Wish _____ seen
that"

12 What a new hire
may fill

14 See 32-Down

16 A roll in the hay
18 One that has had

its scent glands
removed, usually

22 Kitchen container
for holding
sponges, dish soap,
etc.

24 Like an attorney's
gray matter?

25 Trying to get into
trouble, say

27 Whom you might
give a discount at a
café

28 See 29-Down
29 With 28-Down, high

society, both
literally and
figuratively

30 Whom the voters
choose

31 Stand for, in slang
32 With 14-Down, "Go

ahead, I don't
care"

33 Govt. agency
almost bankrupted
after the '00s
subprime
mortgage crisis

34 Scrawny
39 Urging to cover

oneself
40 Old-fashioned car

horn sound
41 Was on hiatus
43 Get ready to slip off
44 Soldier Fuel bars

may be found in
them, for short

45 Something to get
wrecked on

46 Option that, if set
wrong, may make
one rise too late

47 Certain food
storage container

48 They're often
hidden in contracts

49 Indicates keen
interest

51 No. related to
"Adequate Intake"


